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Joint Statement
(Ying Hui to edit)

Dear Friends,

As we settle into this new normal and look back, we are thankful that we have established
strong partnerships with key stakeholders that allowed us to carry on despite the challenges.

With the support of Packard Foundation, we launched our new flagship campaign, Haze-Free
Foodstand, to improve the ‘branding’ of sustainable palm oil, to simplify pathways to action
for food businesses and consumers in Singapore, and to co-create a sustainable haze-free
future. We brought together more than 30 food and beverage businesses in Singapore, in
support of the campaign. They all pledged to stop haze through the adoption of haze free
palm oil in their food service operations. We reached out to the public through a multitude of
platforms and methods, including digital, radio, and physical events, as much as was possible.

Despite our absence, the peatland restoration programme in Sungai Tohor carried on.
Through the help of our Indonesian partner, Ekonomi Kreatif Andalan (EKA), PM Haze’s
community-managed peatland restoration programme continues to be a success. Following
this, we aim to develop accessible methodologies for communities to restore and monitor
peatlands. We are on track to develop strategies and protocols to be tested in other locations
in Indonesia. Our vision is to empower communities in other parts of the archipelago, through
science-based protocols and human-centric strategies.

The costs of the pandemic were great and will continue to impact our lives in the foreseeable
future. But this global crisis has taught us that humanity can change how we operate to
protect lives and livelihoods. It is time for us to shift our focus back to the larger, existential
threat of climate change, and act now to protect ourselves and our future generations.

Yours sincerely,

Low Ying Hui
President, PM Haze

Benjamin Tay
Executive Director, PM Haze
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PM Haze’s Vision and Mission

Vision: We envision a world where everyone feels responsible for the clean air we all enjoy
Mission: We empower people with the values, knowledge and means to drive a movement to
stop haze.

About PM Haze
PM Haze is a not-for-profit society registered in Singapore with charity status.

Unique Entity Number (UEN): T16SS0125L
Registered address: 8 Kitchener Link, #19-15, Singapore 207226

Governing Board

Name Designation Date of Appointment

Low Ying Hui President 27 March 2021

Low Ching Chieh Secretary 27 March 2021

Yang Yang Treasurer 27 March 2021

Zhang Wen Director at Large 27 March 2021

Governing Board Meetings

S/N Meeting Date Attendance

1 19th February 2021 Yang Yang, Low Ying Hui,
Benjamin Tay, Zhang Wen

2 8th April 2021 Yang Yang, Low Ying Hui,
Benjamin Tay, Zhang Wen,
Chevon Low

3 13th October 2021 Yang Yang, Low Ying Hui,
Benjamin Tay, Zhang Wen,
Atikah, Maria

4 30th December 2021 Yang Yang, Low Ying Hui,
Benjamin Tay, Zhang Wen

Roles and Responsibilities
President
● Chair all General, Governing Board and Advisory Council meetings
● Represent the Society in its dealings with external parties
● Ensure the execution of all resolutions of the General Meetings
● Develop effective and purposeful partnerships for fundraising and advocacy initiatives
● Implement good governance structures and planning strategic direction for the society
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Vice President
● Assist the President and deputise for him in his absence
● Talent acquisition and retention for staff members
● Manage communication channels to for volunteer engagement activities
● Implement good governance structures and giving strategic direction for the society

Secretary
● Keep all records, except financial, of the Society and shall be responsible for their
correctness
● Keep minutes of all General, Governing Board and Advisory Council meetings
● Keep an up-to-date Register of Members at all times

Treasurer
● Keep all funds and collect and disburse all moneys on behalf of the Society, in accordance
with the Governing Board’s directions
● Keep an account of all monetary transactions by the Society and be responsible for their
correctness
● Ensure all returns and documents pertaining to the accounts and taxation are duly prepared
for submission as required by law and within the time prescribed
● Ensure that policies and procedures laid out in the Society’s Finance Code of Practice are
adhered to

Objectives
People’s Movement to Stop Haze, known as PM Haze, is a charity focused on outreach,
research and advocacy on the transboundary haze crisis. Our mission is to drive a movement
to stop the haze by empowering the community with the knowledge, means and values.
Steering consumption patterns towards sustainable palm oil and paper, as well as assisting
Indonesian and Malaysian farmers to create a sustainable livelihood are the two main ways
we empower our community.

Funding Sources
PM Haze is financially supported by the Singapore Institute of International Affairs, The David
and Lucile Packard Foundation, and other donations from private individuals.

Memberships
We operate a by-invitation-only membership structure through which we involve people from
Singapore that are passionate about solving the transboundary haze crisis and can contribute
their capacities and capabilities towards our cause. PM Haze’s activities are open to public
participation. Talks, workshops, and community events are also conducted for the public for
the purpose of raising awareness and advocacy on the root causes of transboundary haze.
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2021 Year-In-Review

Staffing
As of 31 December 2021, there were two people under full-time contracts who managed
outreach and engagement for the Society. We also have a Programme Coordinator, assisting
in the implementation of our Peatland Restoration Programme. Our volunteer board consisted
of 4 members who took care of both governance duties as well as actively carried out duties
with regards to the Society’s programmes and activities. In addition, we engaged volunteer
advocates and skill-based volunteers to help in the implementation of both our outreach and
peatland related programmes. Our deepest appreciation to all who have contributed to our
programmes.

This year, we continued our working relationship with Mr Benjamin Tay as executive director
to manage both our local and overseas transboundary haze prevention programmes.
Benjamin has been instrumental in leading the society’s efforts in haze prevention, through
our new Haze-Free Foodstand flagship campaign, and developing a scalable peatland
restoration model for communities. He has also cemented relationships with key
stakeholders, enabling us to gain access to additional resources to further our haze
prevention cause.

We continued our working relationship with Ms Atikah Kasim, Manager, Outreach and
Engagement. Her previous academic experience in community development as well as her
work experience in aviation services has contributed to her current work to expand PM
Haze’s outreach and engagement potential. She is currently engaging F&B establishments in
Singapore, managing the production of key marketing assets for campaign purposes, and
assisting with the overall management of our haze prevention programmes.

We continue to work closely with our Programme Coordinator, Mr. Azhari Ahmad. He has
been the bridge between PM Haze and the Sungai Tohor community. He works closely with
our community partner, Ekonomi Kreatif Andalan, consulting them on our restoration plans
with them, and ensuring the timely and successful implementation of the ecological
restoration and community development objectives on the ground.
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2021 Highlights

Looking back on our goals and plans for 2021, we achieved our goal of increasing
collaboration with sustainable businesses in the region as well as continuing to provide viable
pathways of actions for residents of Singapore to prevent transboundary haze.

Going forward, the goals for 2022’s outreach activities are to target consumers and
businesses. We will identify businesses already interested in sustainability and continue
working with them for outreach events.

The outreach strategy includes:
● Generating content for online and media platforms;
● Organising talks, workshops, and events with targeted communities;
● Building partnerships with progressive businesses and make them advocates

for haze-free practices.
● Developing a good public communications strategy to engage both local and

regional media outlets.
● Developing a peatland digital awareness campaign to drive action towards

peatland restoration.

Here are some of the highlights from 2021:

Haze-Free Foodstand
PM Haze launched our Haze-Free Foodstand campaign, a campaign celebrating eateries that
switched to (or commited to) using Sustainable Palm Oil in their operations. We provided
complimentary marketing to the eateries in exchange for them joining the campaign. On the
first iteration of the campaign, we managed to successfully onboard 32 eateries.

We also filmed videos featuring Inch Chua (local singer and Masterchef Singapore participant)
and Charlotte Mei (nutritionist), where they spoke to the eateries on board Haze-Free
Foodstand, and Palm Oil stakeholders.
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We created a new Instagram account for the campaign (@hazefreefoodstand) and featured
the eateries on our Instagram page and  on our web page. We engaged SPRG, a marketing
agency, to manage our social media and marketing for Haze-Free Foodstand.
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@hazefreefoodstand Instagram Page

Eateries directory in our webpage

We resumed the Haze-Free Foodstand Campaign that was formed in 2020. We reached out
to 83 food establishments in Singapore and 9 food establishments replied to PM Haze. 5 new
food establishments and 6 food establishments from the previous Iteration of Haze-Free
Foodstand have confirmed to join Haze-Free Foodstand 2.0 (Working Title) as of February
2022.

Collaboration with @earthtodorcas
@earthtodorcas is an artist who draws and writes visuals related to a Green world.
We collaborated with @earthtodorcas on Instagram for them to come up with Instagram posts
about our campaign. Some of the visuals can be seen here:
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Visuals from collaboration with @earthtodorcas

Collaboration with @theweirdandwild
@theweirdandwild is a digital creator who focuses on doing sustainability communications
visually.
We also collaborated with @theweirdandwild on Instagram for them to come up with
Instagram posts about our campaign. Some of the visuals can be seen here:

Visuals from collaboration with @theweirdandwild
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1  Commitment Acknowledgement form is given to food establishments on board the
campaign to ensure that the establishments are committed to sourcing for sustainable palm
oil products.
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2 Auditing framework provided to food establishments on board the campaign to have an
overview of the ingredients used in their operations and how PM Haze is able to suggest
alternatives.
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3 Slide Deck will be presented to food establishments for further elaboration regarding
Haze-Free Foodstand 2.0 (Working Title). The Slide Deck contains information such as an
introduction to PM Haze, how the campaign benefit businesses, photography and
infographics from the First Iteration and etc.
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4 General Information Form is given to food establishments on board the campaign.
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5 For Haze-Free Foodstand 2.0, we learnt from past mistakes in the first iteration of the
campaign and decided to formalise our processes by adding in a Standard Operating
Procedure to ensure a smooth process. Standard Operation Procedure (SOP) is a
procedure that is used by PM Haze to standardize the timeline of when assets should be
submitted.

Supermarket Guide
In early 2022, we engaged a web and app developer to formulate a web-based application to
simplify the experience when consumers or businesses search for certified sustainable palm
oil products in our local supermarkets.
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GoHazeFree Workshops
In 2021, we expanded our GoHazeFree themed workshop by incorporating our Supermarket
Guide, as well as our Haze-Free Foodstand campaign. We managed to conduct the
GoHazeFree workshop in 2 schools - the National University of Singapore (NUS) (3 times) and
School Of The Arts (SOTA).

For the Supermarket Activity, we gave a talk on RSPO-certified products, and how it can be
commonly found in products that we use daily. We then separated the students into groups
and brought the students out to a field trip at a nearby supermarket, where they were tasked
to search for RSPO-certified products. The group that managed to purchase the highest
number of RSPO products with the lowest cost would then “win” the game. This activity allows
for the students to be more conscious in the products they purchase.

The Haze-Free Foodstand activity saw us giving a talk, and conducting a workshop on the
ways to engage eateries, as well as on the whole RSPO certification process. After the talk,
the students were brought out to nearby malls, or eateries - where they would be tasked to
speak to the eateries or chefs, and to enquire about the cooking oil that the eateries use. This
activity enabled the students to practice their public speaking, especially when they speak to
members of the public.

NUS - Go Haze Free (Supermarket Activity)

SOTA - Go Haze Free (Physical Engagement with Eateries)
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Roadshow Booths

Due to the pandemic and Government regulations, we had to scale back on roadshop booths,
and face-to-face interactions. We only managed to hold 3 roadshow booths in 2021.

City Sprouts - Farm Day Out “Lunar Edition”

City Sprouts - Farm Day Out “Easter Edition”
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CCK Library - Green Market Festival

We shared more about our cause, our peatland campaign, and our Haze-Free Foodstand
campaign. Apart from that, we also conducted an Art-and-Craft activity for children, and a
Supermarket Guide Activity (which takes reference from our Supermarket Guide).

Tree Decorating

PM Haze was invited by NParks to ‘Trees Of The World’ for the second year in a row. ‘Trees Of
The World’ is a programme where trees are decorated to showcase the participating
organisation’s cause. The trees were lit up in Singapore Botanical Gardens during the festive
season. Due to safe distancing measures, only two representatives from each organisation
were allowed to participate in the programme.

PM Haze’s tree was decorated with tinsel garlands, pictures of food items that are
RSPO-Certified (Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil), RSPO logos, fun facts and Haze-Free
Foodstand logos as well. The pictures were laminated and hole-punched for the strings to
pass through in order to hang these ‘ornaments’ onto the tree. Lights to hang around the tree
were provided by NParks.
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Trees Of The World 2021

Programmes and Activities

Safe management procedures were implemented in Singapore due to our global pandemic
situation. This prevented us from physical engagement with our audiences for the most part
of 2021. We, however, managed to shift to an online engagement model. Instead of
participating in roadshows, we shifted to conduct online talks, workshops and community
events over virtual platforms that would help us to engage our audiences better.

Talks and Workshops

A total of 24 talks/ workshops and 5 community events have been organised for this year. We
also ran a digital campaign on peatlands, where we aim to provide more accessible
information on peatlands to our audience.

Calendar of Events

Talks/ Workshops

Date Event Name Organisation Delivered by Attendance

6 /

7-Feb-2021

GoHazeFree Roadshow @ City

Sprout Farm Day Out

City Sprout/

SusGain

Ben and

Volunteers 1000

6-Feb-2021

Mentor Sharing at ZeroWaste

Bootcamp SecondsGuru Ben 10

27-Feb-2021

Building a Sustainable Future:

Vision for a Haze-free ASEAN

Singapore Institute

of International

Affairs (SIIA) / Ben 50
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National Youth

Council (NYC)

2-Mar-2021 OPPortunity Series

Ocean Purpose

Project Ben 25

15-Mar-2021 Youth Empowerment Programme

Crater, Interseed,

Nanyang Girls High Ben 13

22-Mar-2021

Aftermath of Covid-19: Effects on

the Environment

Earthlink, Nanyang

Technological

University Ben 30

26-Mar-2021 Transboundary Haze Talk

School of the Arts,

Singapore Ben 41

27-Mar-2021 Zero Waste Bootcamp Final Sharing

SecondsGuru,

National Youth

Council, PM Haze

6 Volunteers

and Ben 30

10-Apr-2021 Farm Day Out Day 1 City Sprouts

Ben and 4

volunteers 500

11-Apr-2021 Farm Day Out Day 2 City Sprouts

Atikah and 3

Volunteers 500

8-May-2021

Zero Waste Bootcamp x PM Haze

sharing @ NLB

SecondsGuru, PM

Haze

Hean Lee

and Cindy 40

12-May-2021 Transboundary Haze Talk Lepak in SG Ben 6

8-Jun-2021 ASAP the challenge final sharing

PM Haze, SOS

Against Haze

Ben, Atikah,

Kelly 38

10-Jun-2021

ASEAN Haze-Free Roadmap Final

Review ASEAN Secretariat Ben, Kelly 29

28-Jun-2021

Holistic Wellness Symposium

Interview Kampung Senang Ben 230

11-Jul-2021 Let’s Clear the Air CERAH Ben 39

17-Jul-2021 Can I be a changemaker? SecondsGuru Volunteers 20

27-Jul-2021

We Breathe What We Eat, Green

and Healthy Fest Kampung Senang Ben 36

18-Aug-2021 Transboundary Haze Talk

ASEAN Secretariat,

GIZ Ben 8
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25-Aug-2021

Global Youth Impact Projects

Competition

Roundtable on

Sustainable Palm

Oil Ben 4900

15-October-2

021 SOSCIETY's Virtual Career Fair 21

Singapore

Management

University Ben 60

11-November-

2021

Building a ‘Fit for Purpose' Policy

Institute for Environment and

Sustainability in Asia: NGOs and

Non-Profit Insights

Lee Kuan Yew

School of Public

Policy, National

University of

Singapore Ben 52

13-14-Novem

ber-2021 Green Market: SG Food Tech Fest

Asia Sustainability

Forum

Atikah, Maria

and

Volunteers 100

10-December

-2021

TECSEA Stakeholder Workshop on

Biomass Burning/Haze

Asia Research

Institute, National

University of

Singapore Ben 20

Community Events

Date Event Name Organisation Delivered by Attendance

4-Jan-2021 GoHazeFree workshop

PM Haze/ RVRC,

NUS

Atikah, Ben,

Rachel

Undergradu

ates / 18

Feb - May 2021 GoHazeFree Advocacy Training

School of the Arts,

Singapore / PM

Haze

Ben and

volunteers 13

11-Mar-2021 Peatland Education Workshop

National University

of Singapore, Seeds

of Good / PM Haze

Ben and

volunteers 19

2-Aug-2021 GoHazeFree Advocacy Training

PM Haze/

Ridgeview

Residential College,

National University

of Singapore

Ben, Atikah,

Kelly, and

volunteers 17
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7-Dec-2021 GoHazeFree Workshop

PM Haze/

Ridgeview

Residential College,

National University

of Singapore

Ben, Atikah,

Maria,

Students 20

Regional Outreach
We successfully engaged with both public and people sector organisations in Indonesia, with
the common goal of preventing transboundary haze in our region. We continued to support
our Indonesian counterparts when they suffered from the pandemic, distributing masks as
well as organising a community gardening initiative, providing seeds and technical support for
the growing of edible produce. Working directly with regional governments (Sungai Tohor
Village Government and Tebing Tinggi District Government) and an Indonesian village
organised NGO (Ekonomi Kreatif Andalan), we empower the Sungai Tohor village community
through:

(i)  capacity building for peatland restoration
(ii) ecological restoration of peatlands
(iii) through reforestation and rewetting of degraded peatlands, and community development
to engage the wider village population to protect their peatlands.
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Mentoring of Youth Advocate Groups

CRATER Interns

In November 2021, we were delighted to be a part of the Meteor! Programme by Crater.
Crater is a social enterprise that creates programmes for youths nationwide to experience
career life. Crater has collaborated with several organizations such as Skilio, Wild Dot and
more. Students participated in the Meteor! Programme had to go through an interview in a
group of six and two students from Nanyang Girls High School (NYGH) were chosen from
Crater to experience their internship with PM Haze. Both students decided to join PM Haze as
they find that consumer habits and different stakeholders are very meaningful as well as
wanting to gain more knowledge on PM Haze’s everyday tasks.

The work of the Crater Interns mainly revolved around Haze-Free Foodstand 2.0 (Working
Title) Campaign. Tasks surrounding Haze-Free Foodstand 2.0 (Working Title) campaign
ranged from creating social media collaterals regarding Haze-Free Recipes, Go Haze-Free
Workshop at NUS RVRC to positive impacts when switching to RSPO (Roundtable on
Sustainable Palm Oil) Certified products. In addition, the interns engaged with eateries (online)
in their school, participated in workshops, made TikTok videos about RSPO-Certified food
items and created their own ‘toolkit’ to present and educate their peers about haze and
peatlands. The toolkit consisted of a slide deck about haze and peatlands, activities to be
carried out during the session and after the session, lesson guide to be sent out to the
teachers in their email for proposal as well as their email templates.

CRATER interns presenting their Slide Deck (included in their toolkit) about haze and peatlands in class
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Slides from the Slide Deck made by the Crater Interns (included in their toolkit)
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Social media collateral from CRATER interns regarding Positive Impacts when switching to RSPO

Social Media collateral from CRATER interns regarding Haze-Free Recipes and how to bake them for the festive
holiday
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Pictures from Social Media collateral regarding the Go Haze-Free Workshop held at NUS RVRC on 7 December
2021.

PAX Edutainment Trupax Trainee

PM Haze collaborated with PAX Edutainment in the earlier part of 2021 for overseas internship
opportunities. As the collaboration went well, PAX Edutainment reached out for another
collaboration with PM Haze in late 2021.

In December 2021, we collaborated with PAX Edutainment for traineeship opportunities and
hosted a remote intern (located in India) on board. All tasks were done remotely and meetings
were carried out virtually through Zoom and Google Meets. The works of PAX Trainee mainly
revolved around Protect Our Peatlands, Haze-Free Foodstand 2.0 (Working Title) Campaign,
Supermarket Guide and PM Haze’s website. Projects surrounding the Protect Our Peatlands
ranged from creating Social Media collaterals regarding peatlands and creating articles
regarding peatlands to be posted on Social Media.

Projects involving the Haze-Free Foodstand 2.0 (Working Title) Campaign, Supermarket Guide
and PM Haze’s website ranged from sourcing eateries and engaging eateries (online),
creating posters of foods that can be found on the PM Haze website according to categories
such as Breakfast Foods and Bakery Products, Social Media collaterals regarding products in
the Supermarket Guide, creating articles about haze, creating of PM Haze’s A4 Newsletter
background that is to be used in the website as well as revamping of the category headers on
the PM Haze website.
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Social Media collateral from TruPAX trainee regarding the introduction of Peatlands and was posted on Protect
Our Peatlands Instagram account

Social Media collateral from TruPAX trainee regarding Peatland Fires, Haze and Health and was posted on
Protect Our Peatlands Instagram account
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Posters done by TruPAX trainee on products found in the Supermarket Guide (also categorized to their respective
categories)

Headers done by TruPAX trainee which might be used in PM Haze’s website or newsletter
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Media Exposure (Digital & Traditional)

In 2021, we forged a partnership with local marketing agency, Strategic Public Relations
Group (SPRG) for our Haze-Free Foodstand campaign. Towards the end of 2021, we
partnered with PATA-TATA for the second iteration of our Haze-Free Foodstand campaign.
Our Instagram page accounted for approximately 32% of our social media engagement in
2021 and we will continue to grow our audience with the appropriate digital media partners.
We want to encourage better understanding of the haze issue and promote solutions at the
consumer level, as well as provide resources for businesses and consumers to go haze free.
Media platforms include, but are not limited to, websites, videos, animations, social media
posts, YouTube videos, and posters.

Facebook and Instagram algorithms are changing, lowering the priority for Pages, pressuring
non-personal pages to use advertising in order to increase reach and engagement. We plan
to continue engaging existing followers on a regular basis. We will continue to track our reach
and engagements closely and work with industry professionals to tweak these strategies, if
need be.

Media mentions outside of social media

3 March 2021
“What do Mamee, Oreo, Quaker cereal have to do with haze-free S’pore?”
https://mothership.sg/2021/03/mamee-oreo-quaker-cereal-haze-free-spore/
5 March 2021
“could changing your cooking oil stop the haze? this campaign thinks so.”
https://futr.sg/2021/03/05/could-changing-your-cooking-oil-stop-the-haze/

10 March 2021
“The haze is likely to hit Southeast Asia early in 2021—is climate change to blame?”
https://www.eco-business.com/news/the-haze-is-likely-to-hit-southeast-asia-early-in-2021-is-cli
mate-change-to-blame/

19 March 2021
“Clearing the Haze: What’s Up with Palm Oil?”
https://www.susgain.com/blog/clearing-the-haze-whats-up-with-palm-oil/

16 April 2021
“PM Haze Launches Haze-Free Foodstand Campaign, Encourages Greater Adoption of
Sustainable Palm Oil”
https://www.asia-palmoil.com/post/pm-haze-launches-haze-free-foodstand-campaign-encoura
ges-greater-adoption-of-sustainable-palm-oil

4 June 2021
“Commentary: Trying to live more sustainably? It’s impossible to make a difference alone”
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https://www.channelnewsasia.com/commentary/climate-change-carbon-footprint-recycle-redu
ce-waste-plastic-1832241

15 June 2021
“Zero Waste Bootcamp| How 5 youth-led initiatives created meaningful impact in Singapore”
https://secondsguru.com/zero-waste-bootcamp-how-5-youth-led-initiatives-created-meaningfu
l-impact-in-singapore/

30 September 2021
“Fire-Free Alliance Takes Next Step to Combat Forest Fires”
https://jakartaglobe.id/special-updates/firefree-alliance-takes-next-step-to-combat-forest-fires

1 November 2021
“Singapore can stop the haze with sustainable palm oil”
https://medium.com/environmental-intelligence/singapore-can-stop-the-haze-with-sustainable
-palm-oil-1496a52fc33a
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Peatland Restoration Programme

Sungai Tohor’s peatland restoration programme is an ongoing effort to restore burnt peatland
through the cooperation and involvement of the local community and financial support from
donors to PM Haze. A summary of the impacts, events, activities and targets is mentioned
below. Lastly, project-related issues are highlighted.

1.     Impacts

The project achieved the following impacts:

a. Reduced fire and haze risks through peatland restoration.
With a community-led two-pronged approach of rewetting and revegetation to
restore the hydrological regime and carbon storage capacity of degraded peat
ecosystems. This included a fire mitigation protocol on how to mitigate as well as
deal with fires.

b. Develop a peatland restoration programme that is scientifically significant and
accessible to communities.

The integration of local experience with science-based practices are critical to have
impactful measurables to determine the effectiveness of the program and their
impact on ecosystem functions. A simplified science-based framework was
developed to ensure that the community fully understands the goals and impacts, to
have maximum participation and to be fully involved in the planning, implementation
and execution of the program.

c. Community development through capacity building.
Community members are incentivised and empowered to participate in peatland
restoration activities. The community engagement techniques learned from the pilot
project will be documented and used in other community-based peatland
restoration projects in the future.

2.     Work Delivered

Objectives Description Status

Peatland Restoration
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Revegetation Identification and     mapping of restoration sites 2 sites

Preparation of planting sites 6 hectares

Before Apr’21:
2.375ha
May’21 - Jul’21:
2.5ha

Jul’21 to
Feb’22:
1.125ha

Collection of wildlings for the nursery 15,878

Establish nurseries 4

Nursery Capacity 14,100

Replanting of burnt peatland area with ecological
species/ economic species saplings

3,500 (2,565/
935) saplings

Rewetting Select and repair existing canal blocks 3

Research and Monitoring

Monitoring Plant survival rate in the nursery 1

Plant survival rate at the restoration site 1

Plant growth measurements at the restoration sites 1

Peat water levels 1

Peat subsidence levels 1

Typology of degraded peatlands Completed

Documentation Flora guide for Sungai Tohor Completed

Restoration data report Completed

Community Development
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Education and
awareness

Peatland Education and Restoration workshops 5 workshops,
60  villagers

Community townhalls 3 (308
villagers)

Community Awareness Survey Completed

3.     Highlights from the Programme

We have met most of the objectives for this year’s programme. For PY 2021-2022, we have 2
restoration sites (6 ha), 4 nurseries with 14,100 seedling capacity, 3,500 replanted seedlings
(935 native economic species and 2565 native species) at the restoration area, 3 repaired and
now fully functional canal blocks, dipwells, subsidence poles and the necessary knowhow for
the measurement of the restoration progress. We fell short of our replanting targets as Sungai
Tohor experienced various flooding events during the planting season. The runway was too
short for us to execute the entire replanting plan and thus we have pushed the remainder of
the planting to PY 2022-2033.

Furthermore, we involved 278 villagers through our community focused programme. These
include participating in the capacity building as well as outreach activities. For capacity
building, community members played a vital role in helping out with the botany study to identify
native species to act as a baseline and the collection of over 4,000 climax and pioneer species
wildlings from the intact forest to be further cultivated in the nursery, before transplanting them
to the restoration sites when they are reach a certain stage of maturity.
For outreach, community members led the set up and preparations to establish the show area
at the Sungai Tohor Village Centre for advocacy and education for the program to build
awareness on the importance of peatland restoration. This brings our programme closer to the
community allowing for tree planting activities with the wider community, to educate them on
the benefits of peatland restoration. Altogether, 8 community events were held - 5 Peatland
Restoration workshops, involving 60 villagers and 3 Townhalls, involving 308 villagers. At the
end of 2021, a community survey was conducted to assess the perception of peatland
ecosystems and their role in the program.

The community members are also involved in monitoring the ecological impacts of the
restoration efforts, to determine and understand the critical tolerance and threshold levels of
ecological and hydrological systems, and their impact on ecosystem functions. For rewetting,
monitoring peat water levels was done via dipwells as it is a simple and effective way of
establishing the overall water budget of the site and changes over time, as well as determining
the net effect of changes to hydrology. Subsidence sticks were also constructed to
complement dipwell readings for peat subsidence. For revegetation, survival rates and growth
measurements of selected individuals of each species are monitored to ensure the seedlings
are acclimating well at the restoration sites. We also worked with peatland researchers from
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NUS and Bogor Institute of Agriculture to run technical capacity workshops for the community
to conduct more effective restoration activities.

4.     Response from the Community

The program is well received by the Sungai Tohor community. High community involvement in
the projects, as well as our capacity building programmes, proved to play vital roles in the
success of the program. The local village government continues to show appreciation for our
programme and is supportive of our presence there. We conducted some community events,
both online and offline. The community participated in capacity building workshops, targeted at
enhancing their peatland restoration work.

5.     Involvement of NGOs

Having EKA as the local institution to implement our program was important to get the
community on board and share knowledge on how they can get involved in the peatland
restoration work. We also engaged with local youth empowerment organisation, MUDA, and
many of their members participated in our events as well as in the restoration work.

6.     Challenges

Due to the current Covid-19 situation, we have continued to cease all travel to Sungai
Tohor from Singapore. Our programme coordinator, Mr Azhari Ahmad resides in Medan, North
Sumatra and has been able to travel to Sungai Tohor, thrice in 2021 and twice in 2022. He
arranged for private transportation to the village to minimise contact with crowds at transit
areas like the airport and ferry terminals in Batam. The Indonesian government in 2021
ceased transportation to and from the island of Tebing Tinggi on a few occasions causing
some disruptions to our travel plans. Crossings to Selat Panjang and Sungai Tohor are still
limited, as people from outside the region can only visit the area on the condition that they
have carried out the vaccine from their area of origin. This has slowed down our progress in
bringing people into Sungai Tohor to observe the success of the programme. We hope that
the situation will improve soon and we can organize more trips to highlight our ecological
restoration work.

Fortunately, as most of our work involves outdoor work in natural areas and the
community is equipped with the skills and materials for monitoring, the community is still able
to execute the work with relatively low exposure to infection risk. It is encouraging to see that
the community has become more confident in spearheading the monitoring process, and are
grateful with their efforts and dedication to this program.

We will continue to monitor the situation closely in the coming months and ensure that the
work continues within the safety guidelines imposed by the Indonesian government. Our
programme coordinator, Mr Azhari Ahmad and project director, Benjamin Tay have also
consulted with the community on this new arrangement and they are aware of the risks and
continue to support the restoration programme.

Sungei Tohor Village experienced occasional periods of heavy rainfalls and floods in the
fourth project quarter, when we usually carry out the replanting, due to favourable conditions,
historically. Replanting efforts have hence experienced disruptions and delays as access to
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restoration sites were cut off. The conditions were not favourable for planting, as advised by
the community, and our programme manager. Thus, we have arranged for the remainder of
the planting to PY 2022-2033.

Research & Publications

Supermarket Guide (Edible Edition)

We are planning to update our supermarket guide with a more consumer friendly web app.
Here are some of the preliminary details:

1. Objective of the app
a. To provide product information in retail space that allow its users to make

informed purchasing choices that advances the demand for sustainable palm
oil, which in turn, reducing haze in SEA region, as significant amount of fast
moving consumer goods contain palm oil and/ or its derivatives.

2. Main Target Audience Groups
a. Youths (educated in sustainable palm oil production, aware of the area of

impact RSPO organization is contributing towards) 16-35
b. People making consumption decisions in their households, 20s - 40s

3. Brief status of development
a. search functionality
b. scan functionality
c. user account creation with google account
d. profile
e. Procuring database from google spreadsheet is completed

4. Next phase of development
a. Implementing user interface design
b. Product recommender
c. Autocomplete for searching
d. User testings

Our expected completion will be in the second quarter of 2022. Do look out for the launch.
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Financials Snapshot

Transactions
The Charity has total funds of $250,930.80 for the year ended 31 December 2021. The largest
expenditure is staff salary totalling to $81,634.00, followed by advertising and marketing
expenses totalling to $49,666.15. Largest income is from grants $137,202.26, followed by core
activities totalling $115,037.34.

Review and Changes
There was a significant increase in advertising and marketing expenses due to our ramping
up of campaign activities, funded by a grant from the David and Lucile Packard foundation. As
a result, Core activities expenditure increased to $103,826.54 largely due to the hiring of an
additional staff member to support our expanded scope of activities.

It is also noted that there was an increase in donations from individuals to $4,149.51 at the
year ended 31 December 2021. This was mostly due to the “giving.sg” campaign that we ran
for peatland restoration.

Plans and Commitments
The Charity and its Board is committed to maintain a healthy cash flow for its core activities by
monitoring its income closely and taking the appropriate measures to ensure that the Charity
remains solvent. Such measures include and are not limited to alternative sources of
institutional funding, income streams from donations, crowdfunding and educational trips.

Expenditure will be limited to staff salaries and project costs for ground projects and outreach
activities. In view of an evolving pandemic situation and an expected reduction in non-
essential funding activities, greater prudence in hiring of staff, contractors and purchase of
expendables will be taken.
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Future Plans

2022 Goals and Objectives
We had a brief respite from transboundary haze in 2021. Despite this, the global pandemic
situation unfolded with challenges presented to the people, private and public sectors. PM
Haze continued to conduct outreach and engagement programmes to mitigate transboundary
haze in our region despite travel and event organisation restrictions in Singapore. We
switched to virtual modes of engagement for our outreach programmes.

Outreach and Engagement Programme
The goals for 2022 outreach activities are to enhance partnerships with the private sector,
especially among downstream actors, from consumer goods manufacturing to consumer
facing food establishments in Singapore and abroad, to raise awareness about and drive
action towards the adoption of sustainable palm oil. In tandem with our efforts to raise
awareness on the use of sustainable palm oil, this year, we want to also focus on encouraging
businesses to switch to sustainable palm oil as a way to prevent haze.

Peatland Restoration Programme
In 2022, we will focus on supporting the establishment of practical community-based
management approaches for degraded peatlands. Our objectives are to (i) Reduce fire and
haze risks through peatland restoration; (ii) Achieve long-lasting social and environmental
impacts through peatland restoration; and (iii) Allow communities to take ownership of the
peatland restoration programme. We hope to explore a new area for restoration, in a bid to
test our peatland restoration model and assumptions.

We look forward to updating everyone more on upcoming initiatives. Please do follow us on
social media. Please do not hesitate to contact us at contact@pmhaze.org should you have
any further questions.
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